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Buttermilk waffles drizzled with melted butter and maple syrup, a warm omelet filled with melted

cheese and seasonal vegetables, or a helping of perfectly crisp hash browns. These classic

breakfast dishes are always delicious and provide plenty of energy for the day

ahead.Williams-Sonoma Collection Breakfast offers more than 40 recipes, ranging from old favorites

to fresh new ideas. Whether you are looking for a dish to prepare in advance and eat on a busy

weekday, such as almond-currant scones or homemade granola, or a special treat to enjoy on a

more leisurely weekend morning, such as blueberry pancakes or a savory frittata, this book has

recipes to suit all tastes. And for special brunch gatherings, an entire chapter of original

recipesâ€”including sweet cherry and cheese blintzes as well as a hearty wild mushroom

quicheâ€”will help you plan an irresistible menu to share with family and friends. Vivid, full-color

photos make it simple to choose which dishes to prepare, and photographic side notes give insight

into the many ingredients and techniques used throughout the book, making Breakfast much more

than just a fine collection of recipes. In addition, an informative basics section and glossary provide

you with all you need to know to prepare the firstâ€”and most importantâ€”meal of the day. Eating a

satisfying, well-balanced breakfast is undoubtedly the best way to begin any morning. Classic

dishes such as omelets, buttermilk waffles, or old-fashioned oatmeal not only are delicious, but also

give us the energy we need to make the most of the day. Williams-Sonoma Collection Breakfast

offers more than 40 easy-to-follow recipes, including enduring favorites and inspiring new ideas. In

these pages, you will find simple breakfasts ideal for busy weekday mornings as well as more

elaborate dishes perfect for brunch entertaining. This beautifully photographed recipe collection is

sure to become an essential addition to your kitchen bookshelf.
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In this installment of its popular cookbook series, Williams-Sonoma turns its attention to the most

important meal of the day, providing foolproof recipes for breakfast favorites like Lacy Hash Browns

and Cinnamon Rolls. The Eggs Benedict recipe cooks up a gorgeous high-fat treat, using egg yolks,

whole eggs, and lots of butter. More virtuous, the Oatmeal with Dried Fruit and Brown Sugar is thick

and filling, just slightly sweet, and requires only a few minutes in the kitchen. A perfect brunch-party

dish, the Goat Cheese and Spanish Ham SoufflÃ© would, with a salad on the side, also make for a

sophisticated supper. Glossy glamour shots of eggs, bacon and pancakes round out the book, and

are sure to tempt even those for whom the first meal of the day is usually nothing more than a cup

of coffee. Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Brigit L. Binns is a food writer and recipe consultant based in southern California. She is the author

of Hors d'Oeuvre, also in the Williams-Sonoma Collection, Polenta, the Palm Cookbook, and Jody

Maroni's Sausage Cookbook. She is coauthor of Cowboy Cocktails, Cuisine Naturelle, and the

R&214;ckenwagner and Patina restaurant cookbooks. A graduate of England's Tante Marie cooking

school, she lived in Europe for 10 years, where she owned a catering business.

This series of William Sonoma cookbooks are just lovely, beautifully edited, awesome photos, and

loaded with great recipes and helpful info. Makes a great gift!

I love this series of cookbooks. I own most of them and they are fantastic. The recipes are fantastic

and I love that each recipe has a beautiful picture to accompany it. The recipes are written simply

and are easy to follow, even when making some not so simple dishes! I own this Breakfast book

and ordered another one to give to my employer for her birthday. She LOVED it! She made 2 of the

recipes within a day of receiving it and I'll be making 2 dishes from this book this week. Can't wait to

have brunch for dinner :)

If you are a fan of interesting breakfast ideas, look elsewhere. There is one wild mushroom quiche

recipe that is very good, but the rest are quite simple and basic. The book assumes you have never

made pancakes before.



The book is fine I was looking for lighter innovative recipes (low carb, low fat but delicious in taste ).

The recipes were traditional. Please know I thought there would be more of what I was looking for

no fault of Chuck Williams and Williams -Sonoma.

I have several cookbooks but the Williams Sonoma series is a favorite because the layout is easy to

use, a picture of the finished dish is provided, and a variety of menus is provided. I particularly like

this series because the books are easy to handle and you are not overwhelmed by sifting through

non-related topics. You read about "Breakfast", "Soup and Stew", "Roasting", etc. Just follow the

directions and it turns out superb.

OK

I love these WS cookbooks and this one is no exception. Fantastic recipes! The huevos rancheros

are now a weekend staple at my house, with him saying every time, "this is the greatest breakfast

I've ever had." Can't beat that praise! Also the waffles and french toast are a big hit. And this book is

so helpful with instructions I've mastered the art of eggs (frying, sunny side up) to everyone's liking.

Informative and delicious!

I love this cookbook. ot has great recipes in it but is also good for decoration.
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